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Abstract. While digitizing data is the first major step for many digital human-
ities projects, the visual analysis is of high value for humanists, as it brings a
wide range of possibilities to work with data. While rather traditional analysis
often concentrates on standalone or sets of information (close reading), global
inspections of linked data are also requested by today’s researchers and made
possible through digital processing. Hence, distance reading approaches are more
and more found in humanities projects. Next to such approaches allowing new
research questions of quantitative analysis, linking previously separate informa-
tion on a data level is another way of providing humanists with access to further,
previously not reachable, global inspections of faceted datasets.

As a domain with both, faceted data and a rather low level of digitization,
musicology is a prime example of how the digital humanities may improve and
support the daily workflows of humanists. Despite the generally low level of dig-
itization, multiple projects already build a basis to help in digitizing the field. As
an example, themusiXplora project collected a vast amount of musicological data
throughout the last 16 years and now offers both, a detailed biography of persons,
places, objects, events, media, institutions and terms and also the linkage between
these kinds of entities to help in giving a user a comprehensible overview in the
traditionally fragmented field of musicology. Supported by a set of visualizations,
the website of the project allows for visual analysis on close reading and distant
reading levels. This does not only help researchers in their daily workflows but
also offers users with a more casual nature an interesting view inside the domain
of musicology.
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1 Introduction

As a domain for both, theoretical and practical approaches, musicology has a wide
set of different subdomains. Each of these domains differs by approaches and goals.
Some have specific needs of specialized data, while others need in-depth analysis [16].
Typically known subdomains are namely organology [25] or the instrument restora-
tion. While the former one, as research domain, uses data linked to the career of the
object to shed light on its history, the latter one, as practical domain, needs information
about materials, measurements or temporal aspects to help in preserving or even repair-
ing an instrument. Further, a whole branch of musicology deals with prosopographical
research – inspecting or producing biographies of relevant persons, making use of all
kinds of metadata and offering different research questions to be answered through data
analysis [16].

As a side effect of more than hundred years of work in these different subdo-
mains, today’s musicology is not only a field with vast amounts of (analog) data but
also quite fragmented. As a result, whole libraries of musicological related books have
been published and preserved, normally specifying on a single facet or narrow range
of data. Examples may be given with biographical lexicons often containing only per-
sons of a specific profession (like instrument makers) and sometimes even temporal
(e.g. medieval) or geographical (working in a specific city) data. While musicologists
learned to work with such a degree of fragmentation, caused by a very limited space in
manuscripts and books, today’s research does begin to shift towards trying to get com-
prehensible overviews of domains [12,23]. As part of the digital humanities movement,
adaptation of digitization, electronically processing, and visual analysis brings distant
reading possibilities to the researchers, helping in more global views on the fields and
possibilities to work with the growing amount of data [24]. Paired with close reading
approaches, more and more projects additionally support their users in daily workflows.
Previous work showed this with a focus onmusicology and how the digitization of musi-
cological knowledge helped musicologists in generating a comprehensive database of
this faceted knowledge [16]. In this publication, we present an extension to the musiX-
plora tool. Its main goal is to support domain experts in dealing with the fragmented data
digitally, aiming to create a more comprehensible musicological knowledge resource.
Exemplary, we will present real use cases of our collaborating musicologists, giving
insight into the potential a digital knowledge tool with visualizations can offer.

2 Related Work

In the recently published work about the basic concept of the musiXplora [16], the seven
facets of musicology are explained in detail. While previous publications of the musiX-
plora in general focused mainly on the prosopographical aspect [10,11,13–16] only a
few works had enough data available for in-detail use cases of other entities [19]. While
a continual growth of the database could be seen throughout the years of the project, a
shift away from the prioritizing of the persons’ data has led to rapid growth in the other
facets and especially the linkage between them. In detail, while at the beginning of the
year 2020 roundabout 40,000 links existed, half a year later more than 100,000 links
between different entities have been added with more to come.
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Also non-musiXplora related projects in musicology mirror the fragmentation of
the field. In a recent survey on visualization in musicology, more than 120 projects
from the last twenty years are included and separated by their focused data type [17].
Again, encountered sub-domains include prosopographical research [4,7,20–22,27],
inspection of places linked to musicology [5] or temporal aspects [1]. Facets like the
musical objects are inspected in works generating three dimensional data [2,3,8,9,18]
and rendered in their volume or surface [26].

2.1 BMLO

A first project trying to link the gaps was started in 2004. The German research project
BMLO (short for Bayrisches Musikerlexikon Online or Bavarian Musician Lexicon
Online) [6] began with collecting and digitizing musicological knowledge in a database
with lexicon-like web-based access. The project consisted mainly of years of manual
work of an editorial team, using different existing online sources or traditional sources
like books and magazines and their standardization to fit into a relational database. Due
to centuries of research in musicology, an automatic crawling-like process of data is not
possible. By far, too few structures can be found within the field. Beginning by miss-
ing naming standards and changing definitions – one term having different meanings
depending on the temporal context or the same instrument or person having multiple
names – [19] and ending by the physical fragmentation of the sources – a division in
books specialized on only a small subset of data. Hence, the collection process is espe-
cially in need of musicologists and their intellectual knowledge and skills. While in
the beginning, the fundamental idea and groundwork for the linkage of the facets were
built, the actual process of offering a linked database started with the successor of the
BMLO, the musiXplora.

2.2 musiXplora

Starting in 2014, ten years after the start of the BMLO, the musiXplora inherited the
whole BMLO database and began to open up its boundaries. While previously, a geo-
graphical link to Bavaria was required – to reduce the initial gigantic workload of col-
lectingmusicological data –, then, musicological relevant data of a worldwide scope was
accepted. Also, during theBMLO time,mainly data of persons and placeswere included.
Up to last year, the musiXplora added not only more persons (round about 33,000 today)
but also objects (9,000), places (75,000), and institutions (800). While this was already a
vast amount of data that tookmore than 15 years of work, the initial goal of linking facets
could still not be met. With the beginning of 2020, the linkage of the facets started. Not
only did the editorial team began to include data to all facets but also to include linkage
between these types of data entities. For a more detailed description of the musiXplora’s
data and features, consider Khulusi et al.’s detailed description [16].
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3 Data and Linkage

In short, the musiXplora offers seven facets defined by musicologists:

1. MUSICI - Persons
2. CASAE - Institutions
3. LOCI - Places
4. BACCAE - Objects
5. RES - Terms
6. EVENTA - Events
7. CATALOGUS - Media

Table 1 shows a matrix of all facets and which facets are presently reachable through
instances of an other facet. Further, the last row shows whether the facet is presently
online available for all users1. As the structure of the data is inherited from the BMLO
project (see Sect. 2.1), existing challenges of the data also apply and have to be consid-
ered. Exemplary challenges are the work with uncertainties typical for historical data.
While a lot of paper-based information is conserved over the centuries, they are nei-
ther always correct nor complete. It is not untypical for persons to be missing crucial
information needed for visualizations and analysis like date of birth or even the name,
making it hardly possible to put them into relation with others. Also, imprecise infor-
mation like a birth date of before 1720 or around 1300 are frequently encountered. With
the dependence on historical sources, such imprecision may never be resolved, as the
needed sources may never have existed or could not be preserved through history. As
for the temporal data, four kinds of information may be of special relevance: the first
mentioned date, where a person appeared for the first time in a musicological context,
hence, the beginning of the person working in a musicological profession. Second, the
last mentioned date, analog to the former, but the last time a person is explicitly men-
tioned. Mostly, this is given with the date of death, as most persons have been relevant
for musicology until they died. Lastly, a date of birth may give insight into the living
time of the person. Unlike with the last mentioned date, a person was not relevant for
musicology beginning with its birth. Thus, the span between first mentioned date and
last mentioned date is the period in which the person was relevant for, or active in,
the domain. Nevertheless, the birth date may give useful information and even be used
to approximate a first mentioned date [13]. In numbers, a date of birth is missing for
13,193 out of 33,6022 persons (39%). Similarly, a date of death is not given for 48% of
the people. For the first mentioned date and last mentioned date the missing information
is 2.5% and 75%, respectively. This does not include imprecise dates, which do mess
with roundabout 14% of the given temporal data. While such uncertainties are known
and considered for analysis and visualization inside the musiXplora [16,17], we will
not go into more detail in this paper. Instead, we want to shed a bit more light on the
available data in general.

1 Due to the work-in-progress-nature of the project and some facets not having a – for the musi-
cologists – satisfying scope, some facets are only available after logging in. Access to these
facets may be requested by email.

2 As of July 2020.
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Table 1. Showing connected facets and if they are online available at the moment. A cell is green,
when at least one entity links towards the other facet. As example, the person facet is linked to
the places facet through naming of places like the place of birth of Beethoven Bonn. A click on
the Bonn label redirects the user to the loci result page of the city. Also, public available facets
are marked as green in the last row.

3.1 Musici: Persons

For the set of persons m1,m2, ...,mn, with n = 33, 602, each mi may have:

1. mName
i – Naming variants of the person. This may include given and surname,

pseudonyms or maiden name
2. mDate

i – Temporal Data as seen above: Life and work years in a range of [0,2020]
A.D.

3. mConfession
i – List of Confession(s)

4. mGender
i – Gender(s)

5. mMusicalProfessions
i – List of musical professions

6. mOtherProfessions
i – List of non-musical professions

7. mBranch
i – List of types of employer. Examples may be concert, court, orchestra

or military
8. mr

i – Lists of relations leading to other facets. A green cell in Table 1 indicates that
from this facet an instance of the other facet is included/named.3

9. mIDs
i – List of IDs used in related repositories of musicological knowledge [VIAF,

GND, Q, ...]
10. mLinks

i – List of links using the IDs to reference other resources containing impor-
tant data of the person (highlighted in red)

3 E.g. a person having worked in the institution Bayerische Staatsoper has a list of the to him
connected institutions and one entry is the Bayerische Staatsoper. A click on the label redirects
to the result page of the selected institution in another facet.
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3.2 Casae: Institutions

The round about 800 institutions – containing operas, courts and conservatories – may
list data of:

1. cmi – Members mj , ...,mk

2. cName
i – The name

3. cDate
i – Dates of opening and closing

4. mr
i – Lists of relations leading to other facets. A green cell in Table 1 indicates that

from this facet an instance of the other facet is included/named (See Footnote 3).

Compared to the other facets, this list of data is rather short. Nevertheless, the link-
age between institutions and persons is of high value and already showed great distant
reading analysis in previous works [13].

3.3 Loci: Places

Geographical locations, as places a person was born or worked in or as site an institution
was located, are of further interest for musicologists. Mainly, they are linked in other
facets’ entities and bear useful and interesting results. Already shown examples include
the analysis of cities in pre-industrial eras, where specific places were known to be
centers of agglomerations. For use cases shedding light on this, consider Khulusi et
al.’s paper [16].

Like the prior repositories, given information includes names, links, IDs, and differ-
ent relations to other facets (See Footnote 3). Further, topological information is given
hierarchically, linking e.g. li Germany to lx Europe as a parent and to the German states
ly, ..., lz as children. More information is given with e.g. longitude and latitude coordi-
nates.

3.4 Baccae: Objects

Objects to generate music are, of course, a further important part of musicologi-
cal research. This includes mainly instruments and lists different (hierarchical) types,
images, sound samples, properties, relations, labels, and internal and external links.
Later, in Sect. 5.4, a more detailed description will be found.

3.5 Res: Terms

The repository Res includes different terms in musicology. While normally, dictionar-
ies exist that help in understanding terms and offering descriptions, musicology has the
unique issue that a lot of terms are uncertain, leading to challenges for automated pro-
cessing [17,19]. This ranges from changes in the meaning of a single term in different
centuries to almost no endeavors to standardize terminology. For example, the number
of strings of a string instrument may have changed due to general changes in music
throughout the years. Still, the same term may be used for both types of instruments
with a different number of strings. Hence, while using the term, a temporal context may
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now also change the to be expected features of the object. Especially automated pro-
cessing encounters difficult challenges due to this lack of standardization. In this facet,
terms, and descriptions of musicological labels are collected and described, helping in
letting the users get important context information. For this purpose, r, as the set of
r1, ..., rn, contains rV ariants

i – labels (in different languages) or synonyms for the term
–, describing elements rDescription

i for the concept behind the term, and again links and
relations to other facets (See Footnote 3) like media containing definitions of it or lists
of objects of this term.

3.6 Catalogus: Media and Titles

While Baccae contains the physical objects itself, the digital representations of objects
(metadata of books, 3D data of objects or contents on CDs) are collected in the Cata-
logus facet. With the piano roll use case (see Sect. 5.4) we will describe in more detail
the included data.

3.7 Eventa: Events

The event facet mainly links other facets and can be considered as a kind of interface.
Each event has a type, two to be linked IDs and sometimes further to be connected
entities like associated persons, temporal context, locations, or more.

4 Connecting Facets

In current work, the musiXplora’s editorial team began to include data to link up the
different facets and subdomains. While a high coverage of the single facets is mandatory
for a useful research tool, the linking of the facets is the heart of the project, offering
unique possibilities available through its digital nature.

In general, two kinds of linkage exist. (1) An entity may be linked with a special
and internal generated musiXplora ID (mXpID). This ID allows a glance at the type of
entity. A mXpID for a person is beginning with the first letter of the surname of the per-
son, followed by a four-digit number combination. The numbers are auto-incremented
and do not have a semantic value (as example b1316 for Ludwig van Beethoven). For
the other facets, mXpIDs consist of seven-digit combinations, giving more possibilities
to help in not running out of combinations. Each of these IDs starts with the facet’s
index. Hence, all objects have IDs starting with 4, while all terms start with 2. Thus,
it is quite easy to know to which facet an ID belongs to. (2) A second way of rep-
resentation of entities exists for places and terms. While they also have (1) mXpIDs,
they also have a Vorzugsansetzung (preferred name). This unique name – like Frank-
furt/Oder or Frankfurt/Main – is mainly motivated through the internal editorial work.
Some entities have vast lists of data. Additional, the work with digit IDs is prone to
errors. Hence, terms and places are internally also linked by their Vorzugsansetzung. To
illustrate the motivation, Fig. 1 shows the pianist Axel Zwingenberger and his exhaus-
tive list of places he worked at. Maintaining – correcting or adding places to – such a
list through digit identifiers has proven to be problematic for the human worker.
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Fig. 1. Snipped showing Axel Zwingenberger’s places to illustrate problematic amount of data.

With this in mind, we can have a look at an entity. For the user, the vastness of infor-
mation is presented with visualizations, helping in grasping and working with even such
long lists. The snippet of the musician Axel Zwingenberger’s result page (Figs. 1 and 2)
shows already multiple links to the other facets, also. Each named place or visualization
representative (as long as it is already included in the database) can be clicked, resulting
in a call to the places facet and result page of the clicked place. This is indicated by a
coloring of the label on mouseover in the facets’ color. As the database does not include
all places ever mentioned in documentation, not every place is linked. Each place that
could not be linked is logged and counted as missing in the database. Hence, the most
required missing entities will be the first to be added to the database every month. The
linking and logging also apply for all other facets, as seen in Table 1.

With the availability of linked facets, a user may now be able to both, inspecting
entities in its facet with all relevant information and also to quickly navigate to other
facets. An example and very simple use case may be having a look at a specific person.
While we can get a quick overview of the musicological career, like working time,
places worked at or professions, the latter one may list string instrument maker. Under
Events we may now see events of this person including the instruments that were built.
A click on one of these instruments leads to the objects’ facet, showing us detailed
information of the instrument, including its type, images, career – especially relevant for
organologists –, measurements – for instrument makers and conservators – and more.
Hence, the combination of presenting data in its facetted view and still linking them
allows the users both, inspecting an entity in its specific subdomain or general context
of the musicological knowledge.
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Fig. 2.Map visualization to give an overview of Zwingenberger’s places.

4.1 Subsets

Next to this, the collaborating musicologists wanted to also include a more or less tradi-
tional view on the data, mirroring the book-like information range. Teilmengen (subsets)
of specific, relevant entities are predefined. They only include a subset of both, facets
and entities within. One subset called NOVY KINSKY only contains instrument mak-
ers, while another has a geographical range, including only persons who were active
in Bavaria (BMLO). While the subsets of persons are not disjoint, for objects we see
only two disjoint subsets. MIMUL OBJECTS with all objects located in the Musical
Instrument Museum of Leipzig University and FUNDUS with the objects outside.

While it may seem to be a backward step from a facet containing all available
information – especially considering the quantitative global nature of digital humanities
inquiries. For musicologists, including of such subsets is highly motivated. Firstly, as
discussed in Sect. 6.5 and works by Khulusi et al. [17] and Kusnick et al. [19], musicol-
ogy’s missing standards in terms and definitions lead to quite inhomogeneous data. This
inhomogeneity is increased by the described problems of historical data, like uncer-
tainty and imprecision. This makes it hard to reach a global high level of quality within
a facet. Using homogeneous subsections allows especially the editorial team to focus
on specific aspects of data. Further, like our collaborating musicologists explained, a
musicologist, as user, is provided with a tool to work in a similar manner to their
traditionally known way. It was stressed as follows: Imagine a user, who already knows
analog lexica of information and wants to get information about a lute maker. Such a
person wants improvement to the printed media, hence, a digital lexicon showing only
the required data and not unnecessarily much information, with also a lower level of
quality. Hence, a subset of the whole facet with guaranteed quality is required. This can
be offered for typically requested parts of the data through such subsets. Lastly, a prac-
tical motivation lies within the funding of humanities projects. Especially state-funding
is often limited to the digitization of only a small set of data. The State of Bavaria for
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Fig. 3. View on the world oldest clavichord with visualizations of temporal data and geographical
data next to a list of all events shaping the career as well as an image browser.

example is funding the digitization of musicians working in its area. Hence, additional
manpower may be available, but only to work on the persons within the BMLO subset,
thus giving the need to separate a facet into different subsets.

5 Use Cases

As a project heavily motivated by musicology and being done in close collaboration,
we would like to include further use cases of how our collaborating musicologists work
with the tool, to highlight its possibilities and value. Previous works already show
a broad spectrum of use cases of mainly the persons’ facet (like temporal changes
in typical relations found in musicology, time frames of the lute instrument start-
ing to be included in Europe’s court, the movement of historism and the changes
on instrument production centers due to globalization) [13–16]. Also, different works
using the musiXplora database itself, without the tool, highlight the usefulness of the
data [10,11,19]. With this range of already published use cases, we want to complement
the use cases with four newly possible views on the data.

5.1 The Oldest Still Preserved Clavichord

In 1543, Domenicus Pisaurensis, a famous instrument maker, produced the instrument,
which is known as the oldest still preserved clavichord. Not only the date of production
makes this instrument unique for today’s musicology, but also the fact that it consists
of mostly original parts, highly uncommon for such old instruments. Figure 3 shows
the entry in the musiXplora’s web interface, representing the instrument in question.
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Next to the images of the instrument, we can also see 15 documented events, shap-
ing the career of the instrument. After its production in the city of Venice, in this time
a centre of culture in Europe, it was added to the collection of the wealthy collector
Alessandro Kraus in Florence (1870–1900). This collection is known to be one of the
earlier collections of music instruments. As part of this collection, it was documented
for the first time, by collecting images, measurements and descriptions. In 1901, Wil-
helm Heyer bought the whole collection and moved the instruments to Cologne, where
it was documented again by Georg Kinsky and then exhibited for 13 years. As of today,
the last owner change was the acquisition by the Musikinstrumentenmuseum of Leipzig
University in 1926, followed again by being exhibited (1929–1943 and from 2006 on-
wards). Today, it is placed right at the entrance to the museum’s exhibition. Besides
this list of events, visualizations can be seen, showing the career of the instrument in
time-centered and in geographical context, letting the user get a grasp of not only the
geographical space this object travelled but also the time-frame in which it was pre-
served. Also especially important for musicologists are further references offered by
other websites that hold valuable and detailed information about the object, an exam-
ple being the MIMO (Musical Instrument Museums Online), a shared database of
different museums. Here, we can find measurements and descriptive data like the
inscription “DOMINICVS PISAVRENSIS MDXXXXIII”, which informs on the pro-
ducer and the year of production. All information on the object’s result site is linked
to other repositories of the musiXplora. This way, the user can use this page as a start-
ing point for an in-depth research by accessing more detailed information on different
points of interest (e.g. related locations, producers or restaurators).

5.2 Jazz Musicians

While scenarios of the musiXplora often refer to historical data [13,16], some current
research projects focus on more contemporary aspects like 20th century jazz, rock and
folk musicians in the USA, recently added to the musiXplora. Figure 4 shows a social
network graph of banjo players generated by the musiXplora with color-coded relation-
ship types. The musicologist working with these data reported that the different genres
of music can be easily seen here. In part A, the folk music genre can be found, centred
around Pete Seeger, an essential folk musician. Area B consists of musicians belonging
to the country and blue grass genres, who are more connected to each other and less cen-
tralized. This is caused by them often playing together in ensembles. The centre of the
graph is formed by pop musicians and centered around famous artists like Bob Dylan
or Paul Simon. A last genre is given with modern and experimental jazz (D). Here, Tom
Waits is a musician to be named and, especially in comparison to the other genres, green
edges are dominant, showing that these musicians have mainly worked together as col-
leagues. A further point of interest is the connection between these sub graphs. The dark
nodes are for persons that are inside the result set, hence, banjo players. The lighter ones
are their first level neighbours. While for the country musicians, connectivity between
dark nodes can be seen (again, caused by their tendency to playing together in perfor-
mances), the other genres mainly have lighter nodes building connections inside the sub
graphs and towards other genres. These are influential people networking as part of their
job or by a high level of interest in collaboration. Between folk and country music, a
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Fig. 4. Network graph of all banjo players currently in the database. Annotated with findings and
classifications of the musicologist and prominent musicians.

noticeable connecting node is Bob Dylan, but folk musicians of the 1960s are bridges
to country music in general, as we were told by the musicologist. For pop and country
music, we can see lesser connecting nodes, indicating less common concepts. The links
still found between these subsets relate to studio musicians from the 1950s and 1960s
country scene and by people of music research as central nodes. The cluster of modern
and experimental jazz shows again a large amount of light nodes connecting to, e.g., the
pop genre. Linking musicians in this case are highly connected musicians like Ringo
Starr or Mick Jagger, who played in different ensembles. Another view on the data is
shown in Fig. 5.

With the help of these pie charts we get an overview of different biographical charac-
teristics. For example, the ratio of female banjo players was very small (A1). As compar-
ison, the ratio for the singer profession was much higher (A2, 32%). The musicologist
that we talked to, was quite interested in non-musical professions (C1), showing that
the banjo players mainly originated from a lower income class and a creative setting.
A background of creative jobs was expected, but the rather high percentage of soldiers
in this group surprised him. While this does not mean that these genres are promoted
inside these classes, it does highlight the influence of the genre in communities belonging
to three specific classes: military, church and agriculture. In the following, he compared
them to blues musicians. Here, the non-musical professions indicate a rather low income
group (C2). Bluesmusicians typically had agricultural professions and, especially, a high
amount of pastors is shown. This highlights the important role of the church for the rural
African American communities in southern states of the United States, typically found
for this genre in this time era, and also more rural than creative background in general.
Further, the denominations of banjo players were mixed, having a Jewish and Baptist
majority (B1), and bluesmusicians typically had a baptist belief (B2). For amore general
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Fig. 5. Pie chart match up of banjo players, singer and blues musicians with their gender, denom-
ination and non-musical profession distribution.

profession like singer, a majority of Roman Catholic musicians can be found, highlight-
ing the specifics of the denominational compositions of sub genres of jazz. Some of
these different characteristics are even mirrored in the lyrics of the songs showing their
importance for the jazz genres.

5.3 Organological Inspection of a Viola d’amore

Organologists try to shed light on the career of instruments. Figure 6 (B) shows a Viola
d’amore, which does not have a typical signature of its builder and is also delivered
anonymously. Hence, it is neither known when, nor where, nor who manufactured this
instrument. Still, musicologists are interested in knowing the origin of the instrument
and its production data. Of course, the musiXplora will not be able to give a guaranteed
answer (it cannot recreate lost knowledge), but it may give strong hints and indica-
tions on the origin, helping in both, narrowing down the possible answers and directing
towards secondary sources where useful information may be hidden/found.

Previous dendochronological inspections of the instrument already pointed on a
creation around 1721 in the northern area of the Alps. With this information, a col-
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Fig. 6. (A) Timeline showing events of all Viola d’amores. Blue are events of production, yellow
events of instruments being lost due to war. (B) Image of a Viola d’amore from the 18th century,
as presented in the musiXplora. (Color figure online)

laborating musicologist accessed different available information of comparable situa-
tions. (1) In the object facet, he searched for instruments documented through museum
or research context and of this baroque and courtly type. Filtered again by their
time of production being between 1701 and 1741, resulting in about 20 instruments
(see Fig. 6 (A)). Next to the access to each of these objects and their information, a
similar search is started for persons. (2) He filtered by the profession of String Instru-
ment Maker who worked in the time between 1701 and 1741. While the information
of building string instruments does not necessarily only include persons that produced
Viola d’amores, the present state of the musiXplora does not allow for a more detailed
filter – which is quite difficult in musicology in general, as e.g. persons who produced
string instruments are mostly named as Violin Makers, independent of them ever pro-
ducing a violin. Presently a whole set of portfolios – areas of specialization for persons
– is being collected and created by musicologists, but could not be put online, yet. Nev-
ertheless, we already have access to the almost 20 instruments that are produced in the
relevant period. Through the linkage of the events of the objects, we can directly access
the specific instrument makers that could not be reached through the single facet. Hence,
through the linkage of the facets, even not yet available, specialized data and functions
can be used, which makes us hope that the tool may be used in even more situations
than we can imagine (yet). While this lead to an increase in precision in the result set
(compared to searching by profession of string instrument maker), the downside is, of
course, a low recall, as we only got the rather small set of Viola d’amore builder who’s
instrument(s) are still preserved/included in the database.

The last step in this use case is now the intellectual work of the musicologist. With
access to different relevant instrument makers (2) and instruments (1) similar to the
unknown Viola d’amore, he can now use the interactive tool to inspect single data enti-
ties in more detail or make use of the various visualizations for visual analytics of the
related instruments, giving insight into e.g. single production places or centers typi-
cal in the timeline. For this, Fig. 6 shows all Viola d’amores produced in the period of
question. Next to the production (blue) events, we can also see a couple of war damage
events (yellow). These events describe a loss of the instrument during the SecondWorld
War. Therefore, these instruments can be excluded as exactly fitting candidates for the
instrument that is still preserved, but can be useful for comparison. With the help of the
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Fig. 7. Maps showing distribution of production places (blue) and war damages (yellow). (A)
Overview of middle Europe and (B) locations in the northern Alp region (Mittenwald and
Vienna). (Color figure online)

Fig. 8. Timeline showing all Viola d’amores produced in the northern Alp area. (A) The city of
Vienna, (B) the city of Mittenwald.

map visualization (Fig. 7) we can see the geographical aspects of the production events.
With a zoom on the northern Alp region we find two productions centers of interest:
Mittenwald in the lower Bavarian region and Austria’s capital Vienna. A match up of
both sets of instruments, seen in Fig. 8, shows that only on of the instruments pro-
duced in Vienna fits into the temporal scope, while the Mittenwald ones seem all to be
promising candidates. With this exemplary delivering of information we conclude this
use case. Now, the musicologist would start a more detailed analysis, using information
like images and description of the found instruments.

5.4 Piano Rolls: A Special Case

As an entity, piano rolls are a special case in the musiXplora. Normally, an entity can be
effortlessly put into one of the seven facets. A piano roll is a long piece of paper (with
easily 50m). Holes indicate sounds to be played and handwritten annotation may be
found throughout the roll. These holed papers can be used to recreate musical pieces.
In musicology, these objects are known as early ways to document and recreate inter-
pretations. While a typical music notation on paper is by far older, they show a kind
of blueprint of a piece and how it should be played. In contrast, piano rolls may be
produced as recorded piano rolls. These have been recorded in a specialized recording
procedure, were – mostly famous – pianists played on a special recording piano. Live,
holes were punched into the paper. The difference to musical notations is that here,
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we can actually see how a person interpreted – played – a song, which may be quite
different from its blueprint version. Parts where the rhythm is not followed directly,
fingerprint-like and typical keystroke patterns, or parts where the pianist improvised
can be found. Thus, a piano roll is a very early way of recording and gives us today
access to data and ways how famous persons played piano. For the database, a piano
roll is both, an object to create music with (like an instrument, having paper and wood
components) and a media to transfer information like a book or note sheet. Hence, it can
be put into either the BACCAE or the CATALOGUS facet. We decided to split the piano
rolls to fit well into the categorization. This leads to the physical object and its data like
measurements to be put into BACCAE and the content like titles into CATALOGUS.

In the following, we will have a look at an exemplary piano roll, helping in research
questions like “Which musical pieces are often recorded”, “From which pianist do we
have preserved techniques?” and “How do different interpretations of the same song
differ by the pianist recorded?”. Figure 9 shows the Object facet’s entry for the piano
roll, here we can find different kinds of data:

– A – Name and different properties like interfaces, equipment, damage (e.g. a discol-
oration of the paper seen in the image) or weights and measurements

– B – The linked data within the musiXplora, like events of the piano roll (production
and documentation), Terms (general piano roll and the subcategory), institutions
linked to the object and media entries.

– C – musiXplora external and internal links. In this case, a hyperlink to the subset of
objects in the collection of the Musical Instrument Museum of Leipzig University
(MIMUL OBJECTS), where the piano roll is located.

– D – Different kinds of visualization like a scan of the object, a map, and a timeline
shaping its career.

– E – Further information like identifiers (only one for this object), a shortcut to give
feedback, and information about citing this page.

With a click on the MIMUL NR6731 label, we move to the media facet entry of the
piano roll shown in Fig. 10. While here no visualizations are included (yet), we find
again similar entries, more focused on the content of the roll:

– A – Name of the media and different title variants including specification of the key
in the – for the production time typical – languages German, French and English,
and the specification of the tempo.

– B – List of musiXplora internal links, similar to the Object facet.
– C – List of musiXplora external links, in this case to the German National Library’s
dataset of the musical piece recorded on this piano roll.

– E – Analog to the Object facet

Like with the clicking on the MIMUL NR6731 label, all other named labels are
linked within the musiXplora as seen in Table 1. Hence, we could also get more infor-
mation about the composer of the musical piece – Beethoven –, the artist whose musical
handwriting is preserved with this piano roll – Pembauer – or general information about
the producing firm or project which documented the roll.

In summary, with the availability of piano rolls, a use case may be to inspect differ-
ent kinds of interpretations and playing techniques by famous pianists from which no
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Fig. 9. Single Result Page of the Piano Roll in the Object facet with different properties (A),
linkages within the musiXplora (B), outside the musiXplora (C), visualizations (D) and further
information (E).

live recordings are preserved otherwise. For this, a musical piece like the Mondschein-
sonate from Beethoven – from which the musiXplora has 23 different recordings by
pianists like Josef Pembaur and Harold Bauer – can be searched for. The found record-
ings can then be analysed in depth.

For further and future inspections, we presently work on including the whole scans
of all piano rolls (1–5 GB per piano roll) next to the already included first part (showing
labels and stamps typical on the first few hand-lengths of the paper). Further, sound
samples of the musical piece being played through a MIDI interface will be added
soon. This will not only allow hearing the exact interpretation but also to choose the
instrument on which it is played out of different digitized historical and unique objects
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Fig. 10. Single Result Page of the Piano Roll in the Media facet with different titles (A), link-
ages within the musiXplora (B), outside the musiXplora (C), no visualizations yet, and further
information (E).

which a user may never be able to hear from the physical object, due to damages and
protections of these instruments.

6 Future Planning

As a longtime project, a lot of effort and time has been put into the planning. While a
full list of still open plans would bust the scope of this paper, we would like to include
near-future and already being worked on extensions.

6.1 Facets Availability

As seen in Table 1, two facets are still not available for the open public. Mostly, this is
caused by a low level of completeness inside this facet’s entities’ data. An example is
given with the newly published facet of institutions and its most important data type of
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member lists. A lot of institutions only show zero to five persons, which is not repre-
sentative. Due to working with historical data, it may not be able to extend these data
further, as there is just no more detailed information preserved. The editorial team is
currently still able to fill the lists of many institutions, but will not be able to deliver
a full list for all institutions. Therefore, the facet was put online now, although many
entities only have a low level of detail. For the terms, events, and media the situation is
different. These three facets are quite new. Existing entities are quite well documented,
but the number of entries is rather low. With the focus on these facets now, we expect
to be able to put the terms and events online soon, while the media facet has been
published together with the institutions facet.

6.2 Connectivity

Table 1 also shows that some connections are not included. For example, the institu-
tions’ facet only links to two other facets. With the extending of data in other facets
and, hence, the collection of data to be linked, we expect to be able to increase the level
of linkage to be able to link all facets. To be added data may be different media about
institutions (e.g. books describing an institution), which will create a linkage between
media and institutions.

6.3 Complexity

Presently, the musiXplora allows browsing within a facet on a single page and within
multiple facets by changing of the page. With the increasing level of complexity, more
and more inter-facet ranging questions are arising, leading the musicologists to ask us
about ways of visually linking single facets. This directly leads to the visualization
subsection.

6.4 Integrating Visualizations

One of the core features of the web-interface is the deploying of visualizations to help
users in a distant and close reading of data. While the facets of persons, objects, and
places have a whole set of refined visualizations, some of the other facets are missing
both, basic visualizations like pie charts, for getting a general overview over sets of data,
and specialized visualizations helping in specific analysis approaches. An example of
such specialized visualizations are namely the Musicians Profiling tool [11], presently
available as a stand-alone tool helping in finding similar musicians to a given one by
user-chosen and weighted properties. While this is presently accessible through a red
link (musiXplora external link) on the person’s page, it is planned and allowed to be
directly included in the website. Another example is the including of the Interactive
Chart of Biographie [13], giving the user the possibility to match up groups of persons
divided by properties (profession, membership in an institution, confession, ...) and
having a look at intra- and inter-group relations and cooperation as well as distributions
of properties. Through the persons being positioned on a timeline, it also gives insight
into temporal tendencies and time-typical abnormalities of these groups. While these
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two visualization projects were already included in the persons and institution facets,
there is still planning and potential for other visualization tools dedicated to specific
research questions.

6.5 Localization

A major future step needed for the tool to be of high value for musicology is the trans-
lation to other languages. While the present state only offers the German language (as
one of the main languages in musicological research), at least an English translation
is desired. Besides the issue of translating a work-in-progress and the high amount of
maintenance arising with it, the translation itself is a rather difficult task. With the low
level of standardization in musicology, even within a single language, a term may be
quite ambiguous. Kusnick et al. tried to deal with a matching of terms between only two
different sources and described even this for only a small set of terms in a single lan-
guage as issue [19]. Nevertheless, localization, as a cooperation project with other uni-
versities, is already being planned. The planned localization includes Mandarin, Rus-
sian, Arabic and English, although the extent of the intellectual work of multilingual
musicologists is still unknown.

6.6 Musicological Motivated Extensions

Next to specific potential, possibilities and ToDos to extend the musiXplora, the close
collaboration in which the tool is growing leads to iterative development and evaluation.
During these different iterations, more and more aspects of interest for the musicolo-
gists showed. Often, these were research questions that were not possible to answer in
the musiXplora, at that time. An example has been seen in the organological use case in
Sect. 5. While we were still able to get a result with high precision by going through the
object facet to instrument makers, we actually want to find specialized instrument mak-
ers through the search functionality in the person facet. Due to such needs, the portfolio
property of persons is in work, presently. Also, more and more subsets for specialized
projects (see Sect. 4.1) are currently evolving through different research projects (TAS-
TEN – German for keys –, KONTRABASS KARTEI – double bass index – and more).

Due to these real needs of the musicologists towards the tool – arising over time
with the work and increasing familiarity –, the actual scope of possible future func-
tions is unknown today. As a user-centred, iterative project, we expected the tool to
grow. Nevertheless, we take the actual level of feedback and communication of needs
as an indicator for a continued successful collaboration and an, already taken, big step
towards a useful tool.

7 Conclusion

Digitizing information on cultural heritage is the first major step in many digital human-
ities research projects encountered today. This leads not only to a vast amount of data
available, bearing a lot of potential for gaining new insights but also to difficulties work-
ing with the data [24]. With the rise of the digital humanities, distant reading methods
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began to revolutionize digital research projects in utilizing the newly found range of
data, supporting new kinds of research questions [23]. Musicology has more or less not
been a part of this development for the last two decades [17], leading to a rather low
quantity of digitized data. Further, in this domain, we encountered unique and general
issues related to the fragmentation of the field concerning both, data and the state of
research. As part of the new research questions arising with the digital humanities [12],
a complete and comprehensive overview of the field began to be of high interest for
musicologists. With only few unfragmented data sets being available, offering such a
comprehensive overview requires numerous efforts to even be considered. In this paper,
we presented the musiXplora project that, including its predecessor, the BMLO, is run-
ning since more than 15 years and offers ground building work: Beginning with the edi-
torial work by musicologists, planning and standardizing by digital humanists and pro-
viding intuitive access to the data through visualization by computer scientists. These
three groups worked hand-in-hand to achieve a general research tool for musicologi-
cal information. The current state exceeds previous publications of the project [15,16]
by focusing on the newly included linkage between data facets and refined level of
data available e.g. musical objects. While the different functions and types of possible
use cases were discussed in depth in the conference paper [16], here, we provided more
insight into musicological motivated usage scenarios of the musiXplora. One case illus-
trates how an anonymous instrument, for which only a dendrochronological inspection
has been conducted, can be categorized by reviewing information on related instru-
ments and instrument makers. Another scenario provides a look at piano rolls which
are part of a current digitization project in the Musical Instrument Museum of Leipzig
University, delivering not only descriptive metadata but also high-resolution scans and
sound samples, digitally available through the musiXplora.
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